ON WE GO

I am walking far as I can

hind we know there's more that's left to find

All my

With many answers left unheard we journey from the herd

life in the dark never sure of what could be

We'll I'll
ON WE GO
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Pno.

17

fi - nal - ly see all that dark - ness kept from me There's a
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Pno.
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world I must know yet I'm a - fraid to go Though they call it home I'm
called to roam I'm set-ting out to chase the world that's un - kno-
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ENSEMBLE:
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On we go Oh

*Brick joins
male harmony
I'm crossing

vast and deep terrain to find that fallen stone

BRICK:

to find that fallen stone

On we go
With the

I will

finally see all that I can be And the

I can be
ON WE GO

stars in the sky light the world as we go by

Though my

ears have heard now my eyes have seen the light

BRICK: They have seen the light

Ah

cresc.
ON WE GO

BRICK:

WE GO!  I am walking far from this land.

On WE GO!

Pno.

+ ASTRID:

I am walking.

Ooo woah ooo woah
Ooo woah ooo woah

Pno.
ON WE GO

ASTRID:

far as I can

SOP/ALTO:

With the

Ooo woah ooo woah

Ooo woah ooo woah

With the

TENOR/BARI:

*BRICK will join the
male harmony

moon rising high

where two worlds collide

We're chasing the stars for

moon rising high

where two worlds collide

We're chasing the stars for
ON WE GO

I'm setting out to chase the world that's unknown

Ah

Woah

Ah
ON WE GO

I'm crossing vast and deep terrain to find that fallen stone

Find that

We're seeing everything in life that we'd stone

On we go

Everything in life that we'd